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Adventures in Pati
by Felicitas Zschoche

My name is Felicitas Zschoche and I am 25
years old. I grew up in Berlin, as well as on the
countryside
of
Germany. While I was
recently
visiting
Australia, I was looking
for voluntary work and
found a flyer about
AVP* workshops at a
library in Broome.
Immediately, I was
fascinated. It took few
phone calls to connect
with Nadine Hoover, a
coordinator of Friends
Peace Teams Asia West
Pacific. She suggested I
go to Pati, Indonesia as
a long-term Peace
Intern at Peace Place.

other teachers (pupils call their teachers, “Bu”). I
taught the children to count in English. In the
second month, I created
lessons to teach the
children about the
environment
and
focused on that topic for
one full week. Bu Nanik
translated my lessons
into Indonesian and I
made every fact visible
by drawing simple
pictures and cartoons.
We started with reusing
plastic
bottles
as
planting pots. The
children enjoyed the
garden work and loved
planting their own little
chili plant. Our next
activity was a street
At Peace Place, I
clean up. The children
volunteered in the
got bags and worked
Joglo Preschool and
together to collect the
lived with Petrus and
plastic
garbage next to
Felicitas teaching students the English names of animals,
his wife, Nanik, a
vegetables, and fruits. They are practicing the new vocabu- the streets. It turned out
teacher at Joglo. They lary
with the game “Di mana … ’CAT’?” (Where is the cat?). to be a great day as the
are such a kind,
children were absolutely
generous, and caring
focused and passionate and wanted to collect
couple; I instantly felt welcomed at their home.
every single plastic item.
The safe and peaceful atmosphere they create in
their Peace Place workshops is present in their
English classes for older students took place
home, too. I feel absolutely blessed to have twice a week at Peace Place and I helped out
shared this part of my life and this amazing with those. Often, we just talked in English with
experience with them.
each other about hobbies, wishes, the future, and
what we liked. Then we played AVP “light and
The daily structure of the preschool is adopted
lively” games.
from AVP workshops, with periods of gathering,
silence, remembering and closing. At the
preschool, I got to know the children and the two
(AWP, Continued on page 3)
* See Key to Acronyms on p. 2

From the Editor
From its inception, Friends Peace Teams has
provided an organizational structure for people
wishing to carry out and support peacebuilding
throughout the world. FPT has a small staff and
depends a great deal on volunteers who donate large
or small amounts of time. The PLA and AWP articles
in this PeaceWays issue feature long-term volunteers
who have worked for months or years in projects. The
AGLI article describes the work of scores of African
volunteers with FPT project partners in Burundi and
Kenya. And look at the box, below—the PeaceWays
editorial team are volunteers.
Would you like to do more for peace than sending a
check? FPT offers many ways to become a volunteer
peacebuilder. Volunteers can work with the FPT
Council, with an FPT initiative, or by encouraging
and supporting individual volunteers or staff. For
more information about volunteering with FPT, see
friendspeaceteams.org/support-our-work

Friends Peace Teams
Friends Peace Teams (FPT) is a Spirit-led organization working around the world to develop long-term relationships with communities in conflict to create programs for peacebuilding, healing and reconciliation. FPT‘s programs build on extensive Quaker experience
combining practical and spiritual aspects of
conflict resolution.
1001 Park Ave.
St. Louis, MO 63104-3720 USA
314-588-1122
office@friendspeaceteams.org
www.friendspeaceteams.org
PeaceWays Editorial team:
Editors:
Caroline Lanker
Julia Pantoga Soriano
Proofreaders:
Judy and Tom Martin
Friends Peace Teams is a nonprofit, taxexempt 501(c)(3) corporation, tax ID number
42-1590796.
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Meet Hayley Hathaway, FPT
Communications Specialist

In December 2016 Friends Peace Teams
hired Hayley Hathaway as their communications
specialist. For the previous six years, she lived
in Mexico City where she worked at Casa de los
Amigos, a Quaker center for peace and
international understanding. She is an AVP
facilitator and is trained in positive conflict
transformation and human rights
accompaniment. Before joining Casa de los
Amigos, she worked at Jubilee USA Network, a
Washington, D.C. organization improving
international economic policies through
grassroots advocacy. She is a graduate of
Smith College.
Based in New Hampshire, she will be sharing
the good work of Friends Peace Teams with the
world through a stronger online presence, new
outreach materials, and better coordination with
the FPT Council and volunteers. You can
contact her at
communications@friendspeaceteams.org.
Key to Acronyms
FPT—Friends Peace Teams
Initiatives:
AGLI—African Great Lakes Initiative
AWP—Asia West Pacific
PLA—Peacebuilding en Las Américas
Programs:
AVP—Alternatives to Violence Project
HROC—Healing and Rebuilding our

Communities

Partners:
FCPT—Friends Church Peace Team (Kenya)
TCSC—Transforming Communities for

Social Change (Kenya)
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By Hayley Hathaway, FPT Communications Specialist

YOU Could Be a Council Member
Musicians, kindergarten teachers,
mason's helpers, ranchers, crosscountry skiers, Raging Grannies,
world travelers, computer
programmers, social workers…
These are just a few of the
descriptors of past or current
professions and hobbies of FPT’s
Council members.

involved with the pursuit of world
justice and world peace. I am
sustained by news of our programs
and my relationships.” Ann serves
as FPT’s finance committee clerk
and is on the nominating committee.
This year she is visiting Kenya and
Indonesia to teach mediation with
AGLI and AWP.

looking for a way to serve when he
read an announcement that they
were looking for their first
representative to FPT. “So I read up
on FPT, learning that there were
various initiatives around the world.
I was impressed with the work that
FPT is doing, so I volunteered as
representative, and here I am!”

In a recent “getting to know each
other” activity, the volunteers and
staff who make up FPT’s governing
body shared why they got involved
and what sustains them. They found
that the Council is a multi-talented
group united by key objectives: a
commitment to peace and a desire to
serve.

Many Council members have a
special concern for the Alternatives
to Violence Project (AVP), which is
one of the primary tools used by
FPT’s initiatives. Shirley Way, who
represents New York Yearly
Meeting, has been to Latin America
several times over the past 10 years,
often co-facilitating AVP
workshops with PLA. She says,
“Witnessing the transformation and
healing that comes from [FPT’s]
work sustains me.”

Tom Martin is clerk of the FPT
Council. He synthesizes the spirit of
the Council: "I try to carry on the
faithful traditions of FPT from its
beginnings. … we come to be a
presence, to find peace together with
communities for a nonviolent way
forward that empowers all. Those
opportunities to learn from each
other provide an enormous benefit."

FPT’s treasurer Roy Zatcoff has a
simple reason for volunteering: “I
wanted to offer my gifts to a few
Quaker organizations, including a
peacemaking organization.”
Ann Dusseau shares, “Belonging
to FPT facilitates my being directly

John Skinner is one of the
Council’s newest members and is
serving as Northern Yearly
Meeting’s representative. He’d been

Our volunteers speak to the
importance of working together to
build peace at home and globally.

workshops offered to teachers, violin and joined Nanik’s young
parents and other community son when he played the violin. ■
youth in addition to the students
Felicitas Zschoche was a longAnother special experience I
in the school he directs.
term volunteer at Peace Place in
had at Joglo Preschool was to
accompany two children with It was nice to see the kids open Pati, Indonesia during the summer
u n i q u e n e e d s : h e a r i n g up and be braver in speaking of 2016.
i m p a i r m e n t a n d D o w n with each other. The previous
___________________
Syndrome. It was interesting to time the children had met, they
see how they integrated in the would not sit in mixed-gender
Asia West Pacific Initiative
groups and daily routines, how groups (which is common
Nadine Hoover and John
they built friendships, and how among Muslims in this area) and
Michaelis, coordinators
they took care of each other.
were uncomfortable making eye
Asia@friendspeaceteams.org
contact.
www.fpt-awp.org
The first AVP workshop I
attended was with Muslim Over the summer, Peace Place
school kids in Tondomolyo, a organizes a special time filled AWP/FPT operates as a
village outside the town of Pati. with lots of unusual activities network of volunteers who
Nanik and Petrus ran a Basic like a picnic at the nearest lake or support Quakers who want to
AVP Workshop with the school visiting the traditional market- travel for peace, healing and
director. This community leader place. A child visiting the school reconciliation in the Asia West
would like to see AVP with her parents played the Pacific region.
(AWP, Continued from page 1)
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By Allie Prescott, Communication Specialist, PLA

Volunteer Spotlight: Coni Lustenberger
Since PLA’s founding in
2002, volunteers have been
the lifeblood of our programs
in Central America and
Colombia. Volunteers have
included bilingual facilitators,
psychologists, translators,
and dedicated Friends
providing
administrative support
and funding.

workshops in the prison
alongside external facilitators.
One inmate facilitator stated,
“Before entering AVP, I was a
cold person without feeling,
with evil thoughts. I didn't
believe in God; I was
uneducated and everything
resulted in violence…
Sincerely, since I
received AVP and since
I decided to use the
Although
tools that the
rehabilitation in
workshops offer, I have
prisons is required by
felt an absolute change
Honduran law,
in my life. I am not
prisons lack
saying I have changed
opportunities for
100 percent, but I feel
positive activities.
that I have begun to be
“Each person tries to
a new person. I have
live their life the best
calmed down my hatred
or worst that they can,
and the desire to do
but it is not a place for
revenge that was in my
Coni Lustenberger at El Porvenir Prison
humans,” asserts AVP
soul.”
Facilitator Ondina
and also provides access to
Murillo. “There is violence
The AVP community within
tattoo
removal
and
legal
everywhere: fights,
the prison is multi-racial and
services.
confrontations, insults, and
includes both former gang
psychological mistreatment."
Since 2014, Coni, with the
members and non-members,
help of seasoned Honduran
breaking the sharp
Enter Cornelia “Coni”
facilitators
Ondina
Murillo
separations within the prison
Lustenberger, an extended
and
Judith
Aguilar
and
the
based on ethnicity or race and
term volunteer at the El
Porvenir Prison in La Ceiba, support of PLA, quickly made former gang affiliation. The
AVP an indispensable part of three internal facilitators are
Honduras. Originally from
prisoners´ rehabilitation.
all former gang members
Switzerland, she arrived in
Within two years, 164 of 517 from different gangs: one is
1995 with a calling to social
inmates took one of 12 AVP
Garifuna (with part-African
change. Her unwavering
workshops. Says Coni, “There ancestry) while the others are
dedication has made El
are many prisoners who have European/indigenous. They
Porvenir the first Honduran
confessed to me that they
facilitate together and have
prison with a human face.
thought that they were born become close friends. Two of
For the past ten years, Coni to be bad and now they
them wrote an AVP song that
has tirelessly created
discover that they can be
connects their love for AVP
opportunities for
more human, more caring.”
with their passion for music.
rehabilitation through
Facilitators and workshop
Since March 2015, three
recycled-arts workshops,
participants created their own
inmate facilitators deliver
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drawing and painting classes,
music lessons, meditation,
yoga, and primary school
education. Coni installed a
small library run by inmates.
She gives presentations on
self-esteem, sexuality, STD
prevention, and human rights
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soccer team within the prison, example that inmates
with AVP uniforms.
constantly learn from and
AVP also provides inmates admire.
with tools for expressing
empathy and hope.
Participants help each other
face their extremely violent
living conditions. Once when
one participant felt himself
losing control after another
inmate provoked him, he
spotted an AVP friend
looking on and remembered
there was another way. He
took a deep breath and deescalated the situation.
Afterwards, he hugged his
AVP friend.
Coni’s dedication and
passion for healing and
empowerment sets an

As Coni describes: “Nobody
is born violent, they are made
violent. Many aggressors
have been victimized in their
Once during an activity, a
childhood or adolescence by
rat scurried into the room.
Chaos ensued as men tried to their families or “the system”.
Just as you learn to be violent,
trap and kill it. The rat hid
between Coni’s legs. Despite you learn to be loved.”
being afraid of rats, she chose
Current plans: An AVP
to protect it. The rat climbed workshop with Rondines
up her leg as she slowly
(inmates infamous for their
walked it to safety. Everyone violence), more yoga and
was shocked. This protective meditation courses, and
act emphasized the vital
building a space to give
choices each one of us can
workshops. ■
make to affect the well-being
Peacebuilding en Las Américas
of our own and others’ lives.
Monica Maher, coordinator
One onlooker, imprisoned for
Monicam675@aol.com
murder, learned so much
pla.friendspeaceteams.org
from Coni’s example that he
now states, “I won’t even kill
a cockroach.”

Prisoners’ art projects:
piñatas, greeting cards,
and recycled object art
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AGLI

Peacebuilding and Election Violence
Some of the largest peacebuilding efforts, in terms of the
numbers of people involved, that
AGLI supports, concern
elections. When large-scale
violence erupted during the 2008
Kenya elections, it took everyone
by surprise, including AGLI.
Friends in Kenya, partly

phones to report on conditions in
their communities before,
during, and after the election. A
call-in center fielded messages
from the reporters and
rebroadcast them to group
members in the affected area,
with the intent that the
Democracy and Peace Groups
could intercede if
there was trouble.

targeting to reach 1200 impartial
and non-partisan citizen
reporters who will help TCSC/
FCPT and our international
partners to intervene in violent
situations before, during, and
after the election on August 8.
“Already our trained citizen
reporters have gathered
information and reported that
communities are prepared for
intimidation and violence.”

The general model
for election-violence
The action plan for addressing
prevention
potential violence includes:
developed in 2010
for Burundi was the  Identification of informationgathering sources
basis for the work
by AGLI and FCPT  Review of previous violent
in the 2013 Kenyan
trends and patterns
election. AGLI
 Identification of conflict
extended-service
sources
volunteers Joe and
Citizen reporters from the Mt. Elgon region
 Analysis of sources of violence
Kathy Ossmann
(near the Ugandan border) after a two-day
based on hotspot areas
worked alongside
training session
 Identification of possible
Kenyans, doing
causes of escalation and
voter education and
supported by AGLI, rushed to
potential de-escalation
election observation and
respond as well as they could
methods
reported their observations in
without preparation. Out of that
the Spring 2013 PeaceWays –
 Development of a work plan
response grew the AGLI partner
AGLI.
for crisis management
Friends Church Peace Team
Kenya will again hold
(FCPT).
elections on August 8, 2017.
Since that time, AGLI has
Conditions that threaten
participated in projects to
violence are already brewing.
prevent and respond to election
AGLI partners FCPT and
violence in Burundi (2010 and
Transforming Communities
2015) and Kenya (2013). These
for Social Change (TCSC) are
projects have been carried out by
busy preparing and
a small number of AGLI and
responding to violent
partner staff and a large number
incidents that have already
of in-country volunteers. In
occurred.
Burundi, 720 participants were
Peter Serete, Citizen
organized into Democracy and
Reporter Coordinator for
Peace Groups, 120 joined the
TCSC, reported that as of
Quaker Peace Network as
election observers, and 160 were March 3, 2017, TCSC and
FCPT had trained 420 new
trained as citizen reporters.
Citizen reporters were given cell citizen reporters. “We are
Youths burning the t-shirt of a rival
political party
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(AGLI, continued)

Early Violence
Ezra Kigondu, FCPT Help Increase the Peace
Coordinator and TCSC Program Coordinator,
reported that they already had a homicide on
January 10, 2017 resulting from a political
argument between a Kikuyu supporter of the
Jubilee political party and a Luo supporter of
the CORD political party. The Kikuyu victim’s
relatives planned revenge and the killer went
into hiding, so the victim’s relatives burned the
killer’s business.
The local administrators called TCSC/FCPT to
help negotiate a peaceful funeral for the deceased,
whose relatives vowed they would seek justice
using violence, as they did not trust the police to
handle the case appropriately.
TCSC and FCPT did a round of listening
sessions with both the victim’s and perpetrator’s
families, to develop a possible intervention
mechanism. The two sides separately agreed that
the community needed to bury the deceased.
TCSC and FCPT requested security for the
funeral, as peace talks had only just begun.
The first attempt at a burial was not successful.
Both CORD and Jubilee supporters were present
and the result was mayhem. Several people were
injured, and no burial occurred. Volunteers who
had been trained in AVP, HROC, and other
peacebuilding methods immediately came to help
resolve the conflict. In a transformative
community dialogue, both sides came and agreed
to peacefully bury the body, which was laid to
rest on February 2, 2017.

An angry crowd with traditional weapons at the
attempted burial

organizing follow-up meetings with trained
HROC facilitators and conducting civic education
seminars in the community. They are hoping
their response to this situation will lay a
foundation for a peaceful election.■
References: AGLI website, aglifpt.org – Publications:
PeaceWays AGLI. Fall 2010 & Spring 2013; Reports
from Kenya, davidzarembka.com – posts #428 March
3, 2017 and #426 February 12, 2017.
____________

African Great Lakes Initiative
David Bucura, coordinator
bucura@aglifpt.org

Since then, TCSC and FCPT have been having
separate meetings with both families. The
situation remains tense. TCSC and FCPT are

AGLI Seeking Treasurer
The AGLI working group is seeking new
members, especially a volunteer to become
treasurer of the initiative at the beginning of 2018.
Please contact AGLI working group clerk, Susan
Nowelsky, (snowelsky@aol.com) and Tom
Paxson (tpaxson@siue.edu) if you are interested
in the position of treasurer. For a description and
expectations of AGLI working group members,
see the FPT News blog post
friendspeaceteams.org/2017/03/25/
PeaceWays Spring-Summer 2017

Join Friends Peace Teams for a day of
reflection, dialog and discernment.
Saturday, May 20, 2017, 8am - 4:30pm
Wellesley Friends Meeting, 26 Benvenue St .,
Wellesley, MA 02482
Keynote speaker: Nadine Hoover, Coordinator
of FPT Asia West Pacific Initiative
“The Power of Friends Peace Witness Today”
For more information, see the FPT website,
www.friendspeaceteams.org.
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Above: Volunteer Felicitas Zschoche
participating in an AVP workshop at a
Mennonite church near Pati, Indonesia.
Left: Bu (teacher) Laras with Joglo
Preschool children filling self-made
plastic pots with earth at Peace Place,
Pati. Photo by Felicitas Zschoche.

See AWP article, page 1.

Please contribute to the Friends Peace Teams Initiatives and to the general fund of FPT. Undesignated donations to FPT go to the general fund to provide shared administrative support to the initiatives, publish PeaceWays, and maintain the FPT website. Checks in U.S. dollars should be made out
to “Friends Peace Teams” and mailed to 1001 Park Ave., St. Louis, MO 63104-3720 USA. Checks may
be designated for the initiatives in the memo line. Donations can be made online at
www.friendspeaceteams.org. Donations to the Asia West Pacific Initiative may also be made in Australia; see the AWP website, www.fpt-awp.org.

